As research continues into the use of computer games for educational purposes, the differences between different gaming genres become increasingly more important. 
Introduction
Research into educational computer games has become more prominent in recent years, with a number of important papers published from leading academic figures [5, 6, 10] . However, an oversight made by many authors (as pointed out by Squire [9, 11] ), is the classification of different gaming genres -or rather the lack of it. The prominent papers in the field discuss the different affordances offered by computer and video games to education, as if all genres of game can offer them with equal success. As the world of computer gaming has evolved tremendously since its beginnings, the diverse characteristics of modern games suggest that this is not the case. To explore this idea, we present an investigation into a number of games, taken from four different genres, where we assess their effectiveness at satisfying certain affordances useful to education.
Existing Research
In his paper, "Changing The Game: When Video Games Enter the Classroom" [11] , Squire discusses several potential benefits to education, offered by video games. While he himself uses the popular strategy game "Civilization III" as an example, he points out that it may not be the game for everyone, and that educators should expect different game-play experiences from games of different genres. However, as these different experiences are not discussed in further detail, a gap is left for our investigation.
Hogle [7] identifies several gaming genres, as well as some educational affordances offered by video games. However, the two are never mapped to one another, and the proposed affordances are presented in a genre agnostic fashion. As such, the paper offers no real elaboration on the inter-genre differences highlighted by Squire.
Amory et al. attempt to analyse the differences between gaming genres, but take a different approach to ours [1] . Taking one game from each of four genres ("strategy", "adventure", "simulation" and a firstperson shooter labeled as a "shoot-em-up"), a group of 19 users were asked to play the games, and evaluate how well they satisfy certain qualities. While the results show that there are differences between the gaming genres, there doesn't appear to be any sound rationale behind the selection of these qualities. In addition, only one game was taken from each of the chosen genres, failing to show how different games within a genre can still offer very different game-play experiences.
Fabricatore [3] suggests an "interactive cycle", consisting of "analytical capabilities", "strategic thinking", "psychomotor skills" and "enrichment of players' knowledge". Yet, for example, turn-based strategy games require negligible psychomotor skills, and classic, reaction-based "shoot-em-ups" are unlikely to enrich the player's knowledge base to any noticeable degree. The elements of the cycle are potentially valid, but not universally so.
Paras and Bizzocchi [8] discuss features of gaming, including "reflection", where the player considers their past in-game actions to inform their actions in the future. However, certain games -such as the kind of mini-games found prominently on the Web -have been shown to be too short to offer opportunity for reflection. So again, while the claim that games offer opportunities for reflection is potentially true, it will not be so in every case.
Method
In order to identify some of the differences between gaming genres, a set of genres had to be chosen, followed by a number of games from each one. The genres we selected are by no means exhaustive, but represent a large proportion of games available today, and are different enough from one another to warrant distinction.
The genres we selected were: • "First-Person Shooter" (a popular, combat-heavy genre where the player views the game from the perspective of the main character), • "RPG Adventure" (a hybrid genre focusing on character development and problem solving), • "Puzzle" (where the player has to solve increasingly more intricate puzzles, usually relying on a single, core mechanism)
• "Strategy" (where resource management, planning and strategic deployment are the main player requirements). We previously developed a set of requirements for a useful educational resource, gathered from a number of papers on learning environments [4] . Having selected three games from each of our chosen genres, we played through them, paying special attention to any evidence of the desired features from our requirements set. Table 1 shows the results from the investigation, displaying the successes of each individual game in satisfying the requirements we identified previously. The first thing to notice is that the different genres do exhibit some differences in the affordances they offer.
Results and Analysis
The FPS games perform strongly in affording conversation, displaying new knowledge, encouraging exploration, immersing the player and offering rewards for success. However, they are poor at uniting resources and balancing difficulty, and are generally too fast-paced to work in blended learning scenarios.
The RPG/Adventure games lacked the FPS games' support for conversation, world creation and contextualization of information, but were much better at provoking curiosity and uniting different learning resources. This genre of game, therefore, may be better suited to a multimedia-heavy learning area, where learners need to explore a range of different learning resources in a self-motivated manner. In contrast, the FPS genre may be better at providing a setting where the environment itself is the learning resource to explore, with its opportunities for conversation allowing multiple users to be present in it at once. The puzzle genre lacks many of the affordances offered by the previous two game types, but excels in its clear provision of goals, its opportunity to contextualize information well, and its deep immersive properties. This type of game may be better suited to explaining a single, important concept. It would allow the user to immerse him or herself in a working example of the concept, in order to thoroughly explore its intricacies without external distractions.
The strategy genre excels at providing new knowledge, uniting different resources and expressing information extremely clearly. It also often works well in blended learning situations, making it a strong candidate to enhance current, information-heavy teaching styles. The game could easily be played alongside a traditional, instructor-led session, with its efficiency at displaying rich, dense information being a strong replacement for the textbook. The detailed feedback offered to the user regarding their performance would also assist the instructor in assessing how well the learner had done.
Conclusions and Future Work
The results of the investigation suggest that different gaming genres do indeed offer different affordances that might be useful in educational contexts. As such, when considering the usefulness of "computer games" as educational tools, it is important to consider these differences, as we have seen that where one type of game fails, another may excel.
The genres chosen for this study are by no means exhaustive. There are others besides (simulators, sports games, the whole range of "casual" games), as well as within those chosen here (the Massively Multiplayer Online genre of RPG's deserves an entire section of its own, far beyond the scope of this paper). In addition, the games selected for the study are only a few out of hundreds in each genre, selected as being representative, rather than exhaustive. As such, plenty of room remains for further investigation in this area, broadening and deepening the community's understanding of the intricate differences between games, and the similarities between them.
